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Furniture Options

Select from a wide range of fabrics

Extra Gnarly
If you love the gnarly, knotty character of our most prized 
aspen wood, you may want to choose the Extra Gnarly 
Upgrade. In order to create these pieces, our wood suppliers 
comb the Rocky Mountain 
forests for trees that have 
grown and weathered in a 
particular way. This type of 
wood is rare, and when we 
create an Extra Gnarly piece 
of furniture, you know it is 
totally one of a kind! This 
extra-cost upgrade is 
available on most of 
our aspen Mountain 
Woods log furniture 
pieces, and may require 
additional construction 
time as each piece is 
custom created.

Desk  with Golden Poly finish

Extra Gnarly Queen Snowload II

Extra Gnarly detail

Blue-stain pine Nightstand
Shown with flat fronts

Finish
• Poly: Hand brushed water-based polyurethane that

creates a protective shine to an already unique piece
*note, all Aspen product tops are triple coated in poly for 
protection against scratches

• Wax: Hand rubbed Beeswax/Linseed Oil creates a matte,
natural soft appeal to any piece

• Bronze Aspen: Darker, richer wood tone with a
proprietary blend that goes well with many décor styles
*additional upcharge applies

• Golden Poly: Hand rubbed Beeswax/Linseed Oil followed
by hand brushed water-based polyurethane creates an
enhanced glossy shine that glows

• Custom finish options available upon request Bronze Aspen stainGolden Poly finish

Poly finish
Wax finish

Fabrics
Select from a wide range 
of available fabrics when 
ordering upholstered 
chairs, benches, futons 
and glider rockers. We 
can also work with your 
own fabric or material to 
create the perfect look 
for your décor.

Pine
Most of our log furniture pieces 
can also be built from blue-stain or 
clear pine instead of aspen. Blue-
stain pine refers to the rich and 
attractive blue and gray hues that 
run through certain pine woods. 
This coloration is caused by 
beetles that attack and eventually 
kill the tree. Clear pine has a 
lighter color than aspen, and the 
knotholes are smaller. 


